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Dear all,

We are delighted to announce the upcoming event "Salon
[anthro]metronom #1: Memories & Commemoration Practices."

Through the lens of psychological anthropology, this student-led event will
explore the current work of young scholars critically examining topics such
as the politics of memory and the role of artifacts and affects in memory
practices. The Salon [anthro]metronom #1 will feature a panel discussion
with authors who have published essays on the [anthro]metronom blog.
Considering the diversity of contributions, we will also delve into
methodological approaches such as autoethnographic writing and
anthropological storytelling.

As this is the first event organised by the young editorial team of
[anthro]metronom, we are eager to introduce the [anthro]metronom
platform and its work to a wider audience, while also exploring
opportunities for collaboration. We warmly invite you to join us at the event!

Warm regards,
The [anthro]metronom Team

[anthro]metronom is a platform where students, scholars, and activists are
invited to submit essays and multimodal works related to current or
historical discussions at the intersections of anthropology, psychology, and
psychiatry. Originally organised by graduate students at the Institute of
Social and Cultural Anthropology at Freie Universität Berlin and supervised
by Thomas Stodulka, [anthro]metronom has evolved into a growing
international team of young scholars in the field of psychological
anthropology. 

Learn more about us at: https://www.anthrometronom.com/

https://www.anthrometronom.com/
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